LRT Operation Planning & Dynamic Modelling

LRT OPERATION PLANNING & DYNAMIC MODELLING

MODEL,SIMULATE & ANALYSE WITH OPENTRACK

OUR SERVICES

The growing demand operators of trams, tram-trains and
metros are constantly faced with new challenges when it
comes to their lines and existing or planned networks:
»» Will the infrastructure measure indeed prove to be a
benefit for the system?
»» Will the new vehicles be able to meet the existing
journey times?
»» Do the new crossing points fit the new timetable?

VEHICLE DYNAMICS
In the OpenTrack model the dynamic characteristics of the
vehicles are reproduced. For existing sections the results
of the model are calibrated according to metered values
(ITCS-data). TTK also has a number of reference vehicle
data at their disposal.
OPERATIONAL ROUTINES AND THEIR CAPACITY

In contrast to heavy rail systems light rail is influenced
by a large number of exterior factors so that theoretical
running times can very rarely be met exactly. Variations in
stop times and travelling speed in the course of the day as
well as perturbations caused by other road users impact
the travel characteristics.
TTK has gained an in-depth knowledge and experience in
allmatters related to transport operations.TTK can help
communities and operators answer decisive questions
and find the best and most innovative solution in each
context applying the software tool OpenTrack to model
the variability of real life operation by way of a dynamic
simulation.
In the development of OpenTrack the Swiss manufacturer
benefited from TTK's light rail know-how: beyond the classic procedures at complex nodes
Model the variety in
and stops and around single-track sections
real operation
OpenTrack also considers impacts of private
transport. Road junctions as well as running
on embedded track sections and in pedestrian zones are
reproduced in the model.
Showing the runs in OpenTrack in the rail network of the
model and as a train diagramme with theoretical and
actual values very graphically shows operational constraints. Moreover, the statistical evaluation of a large
number of simulated runs allows the quantitative estimation of present and future capacities. Based thereupon
TTK together with the client formulates measures to optimise punctuality and operational stability.
The size and level of detail of the model are adapted to the
individual problem. This way input data are easier to acquire and the modelling process is shortened. Should new
questions and requirements arise during this phase the
model can always be extended and improved by further
detail. An OpenTrack simulation thus fills the gap between
results achieved with statistical planning tools and extensive simulations of overall traffic.
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TTK develops operational concepts for new lines and optimises operational routines for existing ones.
Typical tasks for OpenTrack here are:
»» Comparison of timetable concepts,
»» Effects of operational parameters,
»» Effectiveness of acceleration measures,
»» Development of strategies for an effective management of perturbations.
MODELLING OF THE ENTIRE NETWORK
Using OpenTrack TTK sets up models of complete light rail
networks. Besides the simulation of peak hours also entire
days of operation can be reproduced.
Thus e.g. regular operations and the impact of perturbations or deviations can be evaluated both for individual
lines or the entire network.
MODELLING OF DEPOT AND MAIN REPAIR SHOP
Integrating the depot and its link to the network into the
model allow a simulation
»»

of the ramping up and ramping down process in the
morning and at night respectively,

»»

of regular procedures (such as sanding and washing)

»»

of exceptional events in the depot (e.g. perturbations
of switches).
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SELECTED REFERENCES
Project

City

Time frame

Simulation of a future optimized tram network 2021 with a
tunnel for trams and tram-train under the pedestrian area, as
well as a new paralell track section to the tunnel

Karlsruhe, Germany

2016 - 2017

Modelling of future operation of the tram-train Massy Evry
and its extension to Versailles running on railway network
with freight and TGV

Ile de France

2016

Technical assistance in operational issues based on the
modelling of the entire tram network (3 lines with high
frequencies)

Nantes, France

2014 - 2016

Nottingham, UK

2007 - 2009

Detailed operational planning with OpenTrack for the tender
of tram lines 2 and 3 (line and depot modelling). Update of
the model regarding new infrastructure and operational rules

2014 - 2015

Modelling of a light rail line through the city centre, study
of a number of perturbation scenarios, Modelling of depot
including vehicle maintenance

Edmonton, Canada

2012 - 2014

Modelling of the changes in the day-to-day operation at the
central stop inclunding tracksharing with buses in the light
of new dual-mode-lines

Chemnitz, Germany

2013

Modelling of the entire tram network with an extension from
four to eight lines, study of nodes' and stops' capacity

Montpellier, France

2011 - 2013

GET IN TOUCH WITH OUR BEST EXPERTS
Marc Perez
25 years experience in PT, PhD MEng Transport
Economics, Leader Transport Planning, Operation & Rolling Stock
Competences : LRT operation planning
References : Bordeaux, Avignon, Montpellier,
Nantes, Paris, Karlsruhe

Pierre-Alain Boeswillwald
5 years experience in PT,
MSc Transport Planning, Consultant
Competences : simulation of LRT operation
References : Avignon, Karlsruhe, Bergen, London, Chemnitz, Nottingham, Tampere, Turku
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Sarah Moraillon
8 years experience in PT, CEng MEng MRes
in Civil Engineering and Urban Planning
Competences : PT operations and cost,
Mobility Management
References : Dublin, Tours, Orléans,
Grenoble, Nancy

Celenie Piccot
3 years experience in PT,
MS PTC and civil eng. Junior Consultant
Competences : simulation of LRT operation
References : Nantes buses and tram, Turku
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TTK in brief

TRANSPORTTECHNOLOGIE-CONSULT KARLSRUHE
GMBH (TTK)
Based in Karlsruhe, TTK is a subsidiary of AlbtalVerkehrs-Gesellschaft mbH (AVG) and Planung
Transport Verkehr AG (PTV). Mixed operations
of tram and railway, generally called light rail and
first practised in Karlsruhe (hence also known as
"Karlsruher Modell"), was the starting point for the
foundation of the company in 1996 and still today
is one of TTK's areas of activity. Nowadays, TTK's
activities range across the entire field of transport
and mobility planning - from feasibility study to
implementation plan, from vehicle to passenger,
from operations to communications - for bus, light
rail and heavy rail.

teams that makes TTK special. Thus our
clients can benefit from the experience
gained in the neighbouring country and, for
example, German know-how can be paired
with French design. This is also a bonus
for projects in other European countries
and even further abroad. Thanks to this
international background, TTK was also
able over the years to contribute to quite
a number of national and multinational
research projects.

KNOW-HOW - USE AND TRANSFER

INTERNATIONAL ORIENTATION
With a considerable number of projects TTK
was quite early on part of the French tramway
renaissance. The foundation of our branch office
in Lyon in 2002 further promoted the international
orientation of the company. But it is above all the
intensive co-operation between the 32 German and
French colleagues which is lived in joint project

For the benefit of our customers TTK makes
use of the close co-operation with the
company's stockholders.The experience of
Albtal-Verkehrs-Gesellschaft in the fields
of infrastructure, vehicles and both light
and heavy rail operations finds its way into
TTK project work. This way support and
planning for local authorities, municipalities
and public transport operators are oriented
very closely at reality in this field. With PTV
one of the biggest software manufacturers
in the area of transport and logistics is also
at TTK's side. Not only do we apply their
products such as VISUM and VISSIM for
our project work but also do we carry out
joint consulting projects.
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